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Chapter 91: Rudy's Kissing Course 

"What… do you mean…?" Reina asked with a confused look on his face as though she really had no idea 

what Rudy was trying to say. But it wasn't as though she didn't understand it. But she couldn't believe 

Rudy would say something like that to her. 

In her eyes, Rudy was the best and the kindest man she had ever seen who was not only sweet but 

charming too. 

However, when she noticed the look on Rudy's face, she realized she was wrong. 

Reina backed some steps further while walking left to the side to keep her distance from Rudy. 

No, she wasn't afraid, but anxious. 

"You are joking... right? I know you are not that kind of person," she said. 

"Oh, Reina. You are so innocent." Rudy smirked at her and said, "All men are the same." 

Of course, Rudy was acting strange, even for Angelica. However, he was simply trying to push Reina to 

the limit so she would divert her attention to something. 

To do that, Rudy had to do something that would have left an impact on her, and make her forget about 

the embarrassing moment. 

Rudy wanted Reina to think of something else and focus on that, and maybe do something even more 

embarrassing to her so she couldn't feel awkward. But it was dependent on how Reina reacted to all 

that. 

Of course, he planned to stop if he saw discomfort in Reina's eyes. 

"If I became a bad girl because I lied, then you are a bad boy too…" Reina uttered with a little angry look 

on her face. 

"I am not denying that." Rudy shrugged his shoulders and said, "But then that makes us a bad couple." 

Reina's face flushed after hearing the word couple. 

"We… are not couples…" she said with a soft glare in her eyes. 

"Oh? I thought you wanted to kiss me," Rudy remarked with a smirk on his face. 

Reina averted her gaze and said, "You heard it wrong. I said I want to 'practice' kissing on you." 

"Is that so?" Rudy raised his brows with an amused look on his face, as though he had already expected 

Reina to say that so he had a comeback to that. 

"Yes." 

"Then it's better that way." Rudy closed his distance even more towards Reina and said, "So let's 

practice it." 
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Rudy was pushing Reina against the locker and he had cornered her from all sides. 

He looked into her eyes and uttered, "Shall we…?" 

Reina avoided eye contact with Rudy at first, but then she looked into his eyes without saying anything. 

After staring at him for a few seconds, Reina nodded. 

"..." Rudy's plan had failed because he hadn't thought that far yet. 

He assumed if Reina was embarrassed to even mention the word kiss, she would never dare to agree to 

the kiss. 

However, Rudy wasn't going to back down now. It was already too late, and even if he didn't want to, 

there was no way he could turn down Reina and let her get sad over that. 

"Are you sure?" Rudy asked to confirm. "I mean, it's already too late to back down, but I want to know if 

you want to kiss me with all your heart." 

Reina grabbed Rudy's face and kissed him on the lips, but it was a short kiss. Then, she looked him into 

the eyes and said, "What are you talking about? This is just practice so I can get better at kissing." 

'I can't believe she is still hung up on that. Or maybe she is fooling herself so she wouldn't get 

embarrassed?' Rudy wondered. 

In either case, they both were kissing. 

Rudy wanted to kiss Reina, but he let Reina play with his lips. 

"That's not how you kiss…" Rudy remarked. "You are doing it wrong." 

Reina puckered her lips and said, "Then teach me." 

Curious, Rudy raised his brow and asked, "What will I get in return for teaching you how to kiss?" 

Reina pondered for a while and said, "I will give you a pass." 

"Pass? You have already started giving our waterpark passes?" Rudy considered with a puzzled look on 

his face. 

"Not that pass." Reina shook her head and whispered in Rudy's ears: "I will give you a pass that would 

allow you to kiss me anytime you want." 

"Oh…" Rudy pulled Reina close to him and asked, "Can this pass ever get upgraded?" 

"That depends on how good you are at teaching me how to kiss," Reina replied with a grin. 

"There are different types of courses, so it depends on which one you chose," Rudy grinned back. 

"I want your highest course with VIP treatment," Reina answered with a smug yet flushed look on her 

face. 

Reina was getting embarrassed by her own words after saying them. 



Rudy slowly moved his hand to Reina's waist and pulled her even more close. He could feet Reina's soft 

breasts hitting his chest. 

Reina also placed her hand from Rudy's shoulder to his face and puckered her lips. 

Then, they both kissed. 

However, that was unlike their other kisses. It was their first deep kiss, which they were enjoying 

wholeheartedly. 

Rudy inserted his tongue in Reina's mouth and Reina inserted her tongue in Rudy's mouth. Then, they 

started sucking each other's tongues while exchanging their saliva. 

Reina was simply copying Rudy. But Rudy was going easy as it was Reina's first deep kiss. 

They both continued kissing for a few seconds and looked into each other's eyes. 

Reina's face was still a little flushed, but she couldn't care less about anything else. 

She had lost in the pleasure of the kiss. 

It was a perfect moment and place to make out. 

They were in a locker room that was locked, and no one was inside. Reina was wearing a suit before, but 

she had taken it off as it was getting hot. 

So currently, she only had a thin shirt on, and because of that Rudy could feel Reina's erect nipples 

rubbing against his chest. 

'Waah! So lewd!' Angelica covered her mouth and said, 'Imagine getting caught kissing in the locker 

room.' 

'Now she is back to usual Angelica…' Rudy thought. 'And don't you worry. I have made sure to lock the 

door as I didn't want Reina to run away, but I am still glad I locked it as I am now making out with her.' 

Rudy wanted to make things more steamy, so he slowly moved his hand from Reina's waist to her hips, 

but he didn't grab or squeeze them. 

He was waiting for a perfect opportunity to advance the kiss to the next level. But currently, he wanted 

Reina to enjoy the pleasure of the deep kiss. 

A few minutes later, Rudy finally squeezed Reina's ass and pulled her closer. 

Of course, Reina was surprised by that, but she had already expected Rudy to do that since his hand was 

on her lips a few minutes ago. 

They continued kissing as Rudy tried his best to keep Reina excited. 

Eventually, Reina started taking the lead and kissed him aggressively as she wanted to suck out his 

tongue and everything inside his mouth. She pulled his head and pressed his lips against her. 

Rudy took that as a perfect opportunity and copped a feel of Reina's breast with his other hand. 

"Mnh~" Reina moaned. 



It was Reina's first time moaning during the kiss and that was the sign and she was feeling excited; she 

was horny. 

Rudy gently squeezed Reina's breast with one hand and her ass with another. Then, he pinched her lips 

and pulled them to make things more stimulating. 

After that, Reina's legs gave out because of extreme pleasure and she fell on Rudy's arms. However, she 

didn't stop kissing him. 

She wrapped her legs around Rudy's waist and her arms around Rudy's neck as he kept kissing him. 

Rudy pushed Reina against the locker so she didn't have to wrap her arms around his neck. 

Rudy moved both hands towards Reina's chest and gently squeezed them. 

"Nhm~" 

He pulled her nipples with one hand and rubbed them with his thumb. 

After kissing for a few more minutes, they eventually stopped and looked into each other's eyes. 

Reina stared into Rudy's eyes with a flushed face and said with a grin: "Was that the highest kissing 

course?" 

"Hmm~" Rudy hummed in amusement and said, "It indeed was. But I also have a special secret course if 

you would like to learn it." 

"What's the special secret course?" Reina asked with a curious look on her face. 

"Well, it's secret for a reason. And you will have to meet certain requirements to learn that course," 

Rudy responded in a calm voice, but with a mischievous grin on his face. 

He was no longer worried about hurting Reina by going too far since she was no longer feeling 

embarrassed. 

Reina pulled Rudy's cheek and asked with a desperate look on her face "What are the requirements?" 
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"How do I get to learn that special secret course?" Reina asked with a grin on her face. 

"You have to do one simple thing. It might not be easy, but it's simple," Rudy responded with a calm 

voice. 

"And that is…?" Reina asked curiously. 

Rudy looked into Reina's eyes and uttered, "From now on, you have to be honest with yourself, always." 

The grin from Reina's face slowly vanished and it was replaced with a serious face. 

"It truly is a simple thing, yet the hardest…" Reina muttered. 

"Can you do that for me?" Rudy asked in a calm voice. 
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"Why… do you want me to be honest? It's not always the right thing to do, you know?" Reina uttered 

with a judging look on her face. "Sometimes, lying is good." 

"But it's better to stay quiet rather than lying." Rudy bumped his forehead on Reina's forehead and 

continued, "I want you to be happy. I might not know you that well, but as long as I know, you will 

probably feel bad and guilty for lying to someone. It's not worth it." 

"If I be honest, then I won't be a bad girl anymore," Reina said jokingly. 

"Well, it's fun to corrupt the innocent girls too," Rudy replied with a grin on his face. 

A few seconds later, Reina nodded at Rudy in agreement and said, "Okay. I will be honest." 

"Do you promise?" Rudy asked with a knowing look on his face. 

"I promise." 

Rudy squinted his eyes at Reina and said, "You actually broke your promise not long ago. So why should I 

believe you? How would I know that you are not lying?" 

"You have to trust me." 

"Alright then." Rudy licked his lips and said, "Should we seal this promise with a kiss?" 

"Yes." 

Rudy once again pressed his lips on Reina's lips and they kissed again. But it was only a minute-long kiss. 

"Okay. Now, time to answer my questions." Rudy squeezed Reina's breasts and asked, "Why did you 

want to kiss me?" 

"It was only for practice," Reina replied. 

"Let me rephrase my question." Rudy cleared his throat and asked, "Why did you want to practice 

kissing?" 

"Because... I want to kiss someone." 

"And who is that lucky bastard?" 

Of course, Rudy knew who that lucky bastard was, but he wanted to hear it from Reina's mouth. After 

all, hearing 'I love you' from a girl was different and deep. 

Reina bit her lips and said, "It's someone close to me…" 

'She is indeed being honest, but…' 

Rudy sighed and asked, "How close?" 

Reina looked at Rudy's hands which were squeezing her breasts and said, "So close." 

"I am a stupid person, so I won't get it unless you say the name," Rudy said with a mischievous grin on 

his face. 

Reina squinted her eyes and said, "It's you." 



Rudy gave Reina a short kiss and smiled at her. Then, he gave her a long kiss before saying, "Can you 

spell it out?" 

"The person I love is you, Rudy…" Reina said with a flushed face. 

'Dammit! It truly feels exhilarating after hearing 'I love you' from a girl for the first time!' 

"Why do you love me? We don't know each other that well yet," Rudy asked with a judging look on his 

face. 

"Do I need a reason to love someone?" Reina asked with a puzzled look on her face. "And what does it 

matter if we don't know each other? There are also the people who fall in love at the first sight, you 

know?" 

"Yeah… I know it…" Rudy said with a distant smile on his face as he remembered Elise— his past life 

girlfriend. 

"By the way…" Reina pointed her gaze between the junction where Reina and Rudy's legs met. And she 

said, "You thing has been hitting me for a while now. I could feel it poking me right after we started 

kissing. But it got harder and harder." 

"That happens." Rudy shrugged his shoulders and pinched Reina's nipples as he said, "Your nipples are 

hard too." 

"That's because you have been pulling and pinching them." Reina moved her hand to Rudy's crotch and 

said, "I remember it getting hard even when I hugged you the last time." 

"That was…" Rudy averted his gaze and said, "That's a normal reaction, to be honest." 

Reina squinted her eyes and said, "So you have been perving on my body even when you didn't know 

me well? I do remember you staring at me, though." 

"Naturally, anyone would get hard if they saw a girl naked." Angelica quipped. "But my body features 

are far better than her." 

'No, they are not. Look at these big boobs of her. You cannot compare your oranges with her mangoes,' 

Rudy commented inwardly. 

But for some reason, or perhaps a coincidence, Angelica heard it. 

So far, Rudy could only hear people's voices whenever they thought or talked about something related 

to him or if it was directed to him. But he was never able to send his voice to them telepathically. 

However, Angelica heard Rudy's comment on her breasts. And that was the sign that his telepathy 

ability was slowly evolving. 

Angelica frowned her face and said, "So you forget me as soon as you get a new girl?!" 

"...!" 

Even Reina could see the baffled look on Rudy's face. 

"What's wrong?" she asked with a concerned look on her face. 



Rudy shook his hand in response and said, "Why don't you try pressing your hand on my banana?" 

Reina scoffed out loud and said, "So you call your.. thing, banana?!" 

"..." 

'Since I was referring to body parts as fruits, I ended up calling my dick a banana…' 

"Heh!" Angelica smirked and said, "This is what you get for messing with me!" 

'You know, I was honestly feeling sorry for my comment earlier, but now, I am glad I said that.' 

Rudy squeezed Reina's breasts and said, "Can I touch them directly?" 

"..." 

"Don't you dare say one more word about my precious breasts!" Angelica yelled with a knowing look on 

her face. 

Rudy smirked at Angelica and uttered inwardly: 'Sorry, but I prefer mangoes over oranges.' 

Angelica glared at Rudy and said, "I will make my oranges bigger than mangoes! I will make them 

coconuts!" 

'Coconuts are hard, though…' 

"I will make them watermelons!" she corrected herself. 

"You can... touch them if you want to…" Reina replied with a slightly flushed face. 

She was no longer feeling embarrassed like she was before, but it was natural to feel a little awkward to 

show her naked body for the first time to the man she loved. 

Rudy first moved his one hand under Reina's shirt and squeezed her breast over the bra. 

"Can I take off your shirt?" Rudy asked in a calm voice. "I want to see them too." 

Reina nodded without saying anything. 

Rudy unbuttoned Reina's shirt, but he didn't take it off. 

"Why didn't you take it off?" Reina asked with a confused and curious look on her face. "I said I don't 

mind…" 

Reina stopped when she noticed the familiar grin on Rudy's face. 

"It's more exciting this way." After unbuttoning the first few buttons of Reina's shirt, Rudy placed his 

hands on Reina's breast from over the bra. Then, she moved his hands under them and touched them 

directly. 

"Your hands are so cold~" Reina said as she enjoyed the pleasure of being touched directly for the first 

time by the man she loved. 

Rudy squeezed Reina's breasts a little harder and said, "No. Your body is just hot." 



"You made it hot after all those kisses." Reina kissed Rudy on the lips and said, "Let's make it more hot." 

Rudy pulled Reina's bra to make it loose and pinched her nipples. 

"You are so good at this~!" 

"That's because he has been playing with my breasts ever since we first had sex!" Angelica commented. 

Rudy glanced at Angelica from the corner of his eye, and as he had expected, she had started touching 

herself on her private parts. 

'She has become a nympho…' 

"You know that I can hear you, right?" Angelica uttered with a soft glare in her eyes. 

"What are you waiting for…?" Reina kissed Rudy and said, "You can do whatever you want to with my 

breasts." 

Rudy lifted Reina a little higher to level her breasts in front of his, and slowly moved his face closer to 

them. 

"Are you going to…" 

Reina stopped because she already knew what Rudy was trying to do. 

Rudy opened his mouth and made Reina's nipples wet. Then, he slowly sucked it before moving to her 

other breasts. 

"Mmn~" Reina enjoyed the pleasure and moaned without holding back. 

Rudy squeezed Renia's breasts as he sucked them and switched from one breast to another every three 

seconds. 

KNOCK! KNOCK! 

If it weren't for the knocking on the door of the locker room, they would have continued for much 

longer. 

Rudy let Reina go and said, "I guess people want to change their clothes." 

"Yeah. But if we leave together or see us here in a locked room…" Reina hugged herself as she said that. 

Rudy buttoned Reina's shirt and said, "Don't worry. I will teleport you to your office, and open the door 

alone." 

"But this is a girl's locker room…" 

"Oh…" Rudy sighed and said, "Then, I guess I have no choice but to do this." 

Rudy glanced at Angelica and she quickly entered his body. Then, Rudy hugged Reina and teleported to 

her office after unlocking the door using telekinesis. 

After entering the locker room, the girls and the women were confused as to why the door was locked 

when no one was inside. 
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The people eventually left as the closing time of the water park drew close. And soon, the entire water 

park was empty. 

Rudy and Reina were in her office, staring at each other with alluring gazes in their eyes. 

However, it wasn't how it looked like. 

While it was true that Reina was staring at Rudy, Rudy couldn't stare at Reina because Angelica was 

sitting in between to block Rudy's view. 

Of course, Rudy could use his see-through ability to look past Angelica's body, but Angelica was being 

annoying again. 

Rudy wasn't angry, but he was a little mad because she wasn't letting him stare at Reina's breasts. 

"Do you want your tickets now?" Reina asked curiously. 

"Yeah," Rudy nodded. "But I am surprised no one came to get tomorrow's tickets. I assumed I would 

have to stand in line, but I guess I am lucky to have the owner and the manager paying extra attention to 

me." 

"Uhh… well, if you had come yesterday, you would have had to stand in the line. But we opened online 

bookings starting today, so I guess people would prefer to buy online, don't you think?" 

"Who usually sits on the ticket window?" Rudy asked with a curious look on his face. 

"I do." 

"Heh!" Rudy scoffed out loud and said, "Then, I wouldn't mind standing in the line even for 10 hours." 

"Hmm?" 

"I mean, if I can get to see you, it's worth a wait." 

Reina finally realized what Rudy was trying to say. 

"You… were you always this good at flirting?" Reina asked with a flushed face. 

"It's an art." 

Reina got up from her seat and opened the drawer to give tickets to Rudy. 

"How many friends are you bringing with you?" Reina asked. "I think you mentioned it in the morning, 

but I forgot since I was happy and excited to see you after a week." 

"I am bringing one friend with me," Rudy replied. 

"..." After a brief silence, Reina turned to Rudy and asked, "Just curious, but that one friend of yours 

doesn't happen to be a girl, right?" 

"Umm… it's a girl…" Rudy uttered with an awkward smile on his face. 
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Reina squinted her eyes and asked, "Is she only a 'friend' or something else? I am not saying it's strange, 

but I do think it's a little too brazen to bring a female friend to a water park." 

"Well… we are… more than friends…" 

"..." Reina stared at Rudy in disbelief and asked, "What's your relationship with her?" 

"We are more than friends, but less than lovers," Rudy replied honestly. 

"So… in short…" Reina formed an 'O' with her thumb and finger and inserted the middle finger of her 

other hand in the 'O'. Then, she uttered, "Friends with benefits?" 

'I hate how Angelica said the same thing!' Rudy groaned inwardly. 

"It's because it sounds like that," Angelica quipped. "No matter how you look at it, your relationship with 

Alice is the same as friends with benefits. And the only difference is that you two love each other." 

'And that makes us lovers. We have already confessed to each other, so now I only need to ask her out. 

And I will do that tomorrow after the date ends,' Rudy asserted. 

"Rudy?" Reina called out to Rudy and said, "Do you love that girl?" 

"I do…" 

"Hmm…so… did I just make out with a man who belongs to someone else…?" Reina asked with a curious 

yet calm look on her face. 

"Not really. We two are not going out." 

"I see…" Reina licked her lips and asked, "Have you kissed her yet?" 

Rudy nodded and said, "I have." 

"..." 

"More than you," he added. 

"Have you done 'it' with her?" Reina asked with a hesitant look on her face, as though she was afraid to 

know the answer. 

"No." 

"Hmm. So we both are on the same level, huh?" Reina smirked. 

"..." Rudy raised his brows with a surprised look on his face when he saw Reina smirking. It wasn't as 

though it was his first time seeing her smirking, but the look on her face matched the look on Angelica's 

face. 

"Actually… I haven't sucked her boobs, but I sucked yours. So… I guess that leaves you on the winning 

side…" Rudy wondered. 

Reina took out two tickets from the drawer and handed them to Rudy: "Here. Two tickets for adults." 

Rudy placed the tickets in his pockets and stared at Reina with a judging look on his face. 



"What?" Reina asked after noticing Rudy's gaze. 

"I am surprised you are not angry or jealous…" Rudy uttered in a low voice after realizing he shouldn't 

have asked that. Or at least, he should have phrased it better. 

"Well, it's true that I am not angry. But I am jealous…" Reina muttered. She puffed her cheeks and said, 

"I can't get angry because you started your relationship with her before me. So I have no right to stop 

you. In fact, it would be devastating if that girl asks you to break your relationship with me." 

"I am… not sure about that, to be honest." Rudy held Reina's hand in his hand and said, "let's go talk 

outside. 

"Okay…" 

Reina followed Rudy's lead without any hesitation. 

Rudy took her to the nearby pool and said, "Do you want to take a dip with me?" 

Reina looked at the water in the pool and said, "I don't know how to swim." 

"And… you run a water park…" Rudy stared at Reina with a judging look on his face. 

"That has nothing to do with it!" Reina yelled with a flushed face. "I grew up here. So when I was a kid, I 

slipped into the pool and nearly drowned. It was nighttime, and my little sister and I weren't allowed to 

go near the pools. But…" 

Reina stopped and glared at Rudy, who was laughing at her. 

She puffed her cheeks and said, "You meanie!" 

Rudy walked close to Reina and placed his hand on her waist. He looked into her eyes and said, "Don't 

worry. You don't have to learn to swim. I will be your water, and you can swim on me." 

Rudy kissed Reina on the lips and jumped in the pool with her. 

At first, Reina freaked out, but she believed in Rudy. Sure enough, Reina didn't drown. 

It wasn't as though Reina had miraculously learned to swim, but Rudy was using hydrokinesis to control 

the water that allowed Reina to float in the water." 

Then, Rudy grabbed Reina's hand and pulled her close before pressing his lips on her lips. 

They kissed and kissed. But after a few minutes, Rudy stopped and stared into her eyes with a serious 

look on his face. 

"What's wrong?" Reina asked with a puzzled look on her face. "You look all serious suddenly…" 

"I have something important to tell you." Rudy had decided to tell Reina everything about his past life. 

"Wait a minute…" Reina took a deep breath and exhaled sharply. Then, she looked into Rudy's eyes and 

asked, "Are you going to say 'our relationship won't work out' or something along those lines?" 



"What? No. But it's related to that. And it would be up to you to decide where to take our relationship." 

After a brief pause, Rudy continued, "I am going to tell you something that could make you question the 

reality. However, there are chances that you won't believe me and brand me as an insane person." 

After noticing the anxious look on Rudy's face, Reina kissed him on the lips and said with a smile on her 

face: "I would never do that. I would believe in every word you say." 

Rudy smiled back at Reina and pointed his gaze at the edge of the pool. 

"Let's talk while sitting because it's going to be a long story." 

30 minutes later. 

Reina was staring at Rudy in disbelief with a baffled look on her face as though she had heard 

unimaginable things. 

"You are kidding, right?!" she exclaimed. 

Rudy squinted his eyes at Reina and asked, "What happened to that 'I would believe in every word you 

say'?" 

"No, no. I am not saying that I don't believe you. You have superpowers, so obviously you are telling the 

truth. But still… really?!" she exclaimed again. 

"You went through all that pain and suffering for years? And I was thinking my life is hell. It is nothing 

compared to your life struggles…" she muttered with an anxious look on her face. 

"Yeah. But I am in a better place now." Rudy kissed Reina and said, "With you and the other girls." 

"I am still not completely sure about the harem, though." Reina furrowed her brows and said, "You 

make it seem like you are a playboy." 

Rudy shrugged his shoulders and said, "Honestly, I can satisfy all of you girls. So I don't think there 

should be any problems." 

"Have you told this to any other girls in your harem?" Reina asked curiously. 

Rudy nodded and answered, "You are the second one. And I plan to tell every one of them once my 

relationship advances." 

"Who is the first one? The 'friends with benefits'?" Reina asked with a judging look on her face. 

"Her name is Alice. And please, don't call her that," Rudy uttered in a calm voice. 

"Fine~ I will call her Alice," Reina groaned. "Tomorrow, I will see what type of girl she is." 

"Oh! There is one more thing I forgot to tell you." 

"Hmm?" 

"There is a ghost girl sitting beside you. And she is the first member of my harem," Rudy uttered 

nonchalantly. 
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"What did you…say…?" Reina asked with a completely baffled look on her face, as though she couldn't 

fathom what Rudy just said. 

"There is a ghost girl sitting beside you, and she is the first member of my harem," Rudy repeated 

himself, but this time in a calmer tone. 

"Ghost as in… the horror stories…?" she asked hesitantly. 

"Umm… not exactly, but similar, yeah…" Rudy nodded with an awkward smile on his face as he shot a 

glance at Angelica, who was pouting for some reason. 

"Umm… I am not saying I don't believe you, but can you give any proof? I mean, you could be just 

messing with me, and then make fun of me…" she muttered in a low voice. 

Rudy gestured to Angelica to do something, but she ignored Rudy at first. 

'Why are you suddenly so angry?' Rudy asked using telepathy. 

Angelica puffed her cheeks and said, "I was okay with you telling her everything. But why did you tell her 

about me?" 

'What do you mean? I am going to tell every girl about you,' Rudy stated. 

"But why?" she asked with a puzzled look on her face. 

SIGH! 

Rudy let out a weary sigh and opened his mouth to speak without using telepathy, so even Reina could 

hear what he wanted to say. 

"Listen, if you think that I will let you stay alone when I am not around. Or that you will live the rest of 

your time without making any friends, then you are wrong," Rudy asserted. 

Then, he looked into Angelica's eyes and said, "You are not alone." 

"...." 

Angelica's puffed cheeks slowly went back to normal, and her glare turned into gaze. 

"Fine~" she groaned and jumped into the pool. 

Reina watched as the water in the pool rippled and moved forward as though someone was swimming 

in the pool. 

"Do you want more proof?" Rudy asked with a smirk on his face. 

"How would I know that you are not doing this using one of your powers?" Reina asked with a judging 

look on her face. 

"You have got a point…" Rudy turned to Angelica and said, "Can you…?" 
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"I don't mind, but are you sure?" Angelica asked with a knowing look on her face. "This would be my 

first time trying it, and… anything can happen." 

Rudy nodded with a smile and said, "Yes." 

"I love you," Angelica uttered with a wide smile on her face. 

"I love you too." 

Reina squinted her eyes at Rudy and tried to say something, but Rudy pointed his gaze at the water and 

said, "You might want to look there." 

Reina glanced at the pool and saw the water slowly forming a shape of a body, and it slowly became 

more and more visible. 

"...!" 

Soon, Angelica became visible to Reina, but she was transparent. 

"Can she see me?" Angelica asked Rudy. 

"Judging by her reaction, I would say yes, she can." 

Reina immediately turned to Rudy and said, "How would I know you are not making me see this using 

your powers?" 

"Wow… You just gave me another power idea: illusion." Rudy pondered for a while and said, "I will try it 

later." 

A few seconds later, Angelica was fully visible to Reina. 

"Is she truly a ghost?" Reina muttered under her breath. "She looks so beautiful. Just like a doll." 

Angelica furrowed her brows at Reina and said, "You homewrecker." 

"She is speaking!" Reina exclaimed. She then turned to Rudy and said, "She is speaking?!" 

"Well, obviously. And I think you should focus on what she said," Rudy remarked. 

Angelica walked out of the pool and sat between Reina and Rudy. 

"She is so cute!" Reina said out loud. 

"She is the ghost from the abandoned tunnel," Rudy informed nonchalantly. 

"What…? The ghost who has been rumored to kill dozens of people?" Reina asked with an anxious look 

on her face. 

"No." Rudy shook his head and said, "Angelica is innocent." 

Reina stared at Angelia for a while and said, "So… how did you meet her? In the tunnel, I assume? But… 

wait…" 



She squinted her eyes at Rudy and stared at him with a judging look on her face. She shook her head in 

disbelief and asked, "Correct me if I am wrong, but you said she is the first member of your harem, 

right?" 

"That's what I said." 

"So… that means you have… kissed her?!" Reina exclaimed. 

Angelica hugged Rudy's arms and shot a glance at Reina. Then, she licked her lips and said with a smirk 

on her face: "He fucks me like a beast every night." 

"...!" Reina glared at Rudy and shouted, "You had sex with a ghost? A ghost?! Seriously?!" 

"Before you judge me or comment about this topic. Try touching Angelica and tell me how it feels," 

Rudy said in a calm voice. 

Reina reluctantly moved her finger towards Angelica and poked her shoulders. However, Reina 

immediately retracted her finger after touching Angelica. 

"How does her body feel?" Rudy asked with a curious yet calm look on his face. 

"It feels like she is… alive…" Reina replied. 

Rudy shrugged his shoulders and said, "There you have it." 

"But still, how horny you could be that you fucked a ghost…" Reina muttered. "I am not trying to judge 

your relationship. I mean, our relationship is not normal either. But…" 

Angelica frowned her face at Reina and said, "Just admit that you are jealous that I have had sex with 

him, but you have not." 

Reina averted her gaze and said, "That's definitely not the reason." 

"You are so easy to read," Angelica commented. 

'Wow. I didn't guess that at all. I guess girls can understand girls better,' Rudy uttered inwardly. 

AHEM! 

He cleared his throat and said, "Listen, Angelica, Reina; I want you two to get along." 

"You are asking too much!" Angelica and Reina said at the same time. 

"I am not saying that you have to become best friends or anyone. You two just met, so I don't expect 

you to get along. But at least, don't become enemies." 

"I guess I did steal you away from her, so it's natural for her to be a little upset with me. That's why, I 

don't mind becoming friends with her." Reina moved her hand forward at Angelica to shake hands with 

her and waited for Angelica to respond. 

Rudy and Reina watched as Angelica moved her hand towards Reina's hand. But suddenly, she raised 

her hands and slapped Reina's breasts. 

"They are the reason why you were able to seduce him!" she said as she slapped them again. 



Reina covered her breasts and glanced at Rudy with teary eyes. 

"Is that true?" she asked. "Do you like big boobs?" 

"Don't bring me into this…" Rudy groaned. 

Big ones, or the small ones. That was the question every man feared. While some preferred small ones, 

most preferred big ones. 

But it wasn't as though they didn't like the opposite of their choices. One couldn't wish for big ones if 

their partner and small ones, and vice versa. 

However, Rudy was going to touch all types of breasts sooner or later. And he was bound to be asked 

the question: Do you like big ones or the small ones? 

Rudy honestly had no idea what to say because he himself wasn't sure of that. 

Big ones are soft and bouncy, while small ones are easy to grab. Then there are flat chests, and flat is 

justice. 

Rudy truly didn't want to answer the question. But he knew he had chosen either of them. 

However, Rudy suddenly thought of an idea that could save him from this dilemma. 

He slowly opened his mouth and answered, "I like the medium size." 

"..." 

"..." 

Angelica and Reina squinted their eyes at Rudy and said, "Do you think we are stupid?" 

SIGH! 

Rudy let out a weary sigh and said, "Listen." 

After a brief pause, he looked them into their eyes and continued, "Size doesn't matter." 

"..." 

"..." 

"Unless you are talking about dick's size, of course," he then added. 

"You could just say that you like the big ones, you know?" Angelica nudged Rudy and uttered, "Since 

small ones can get big, but big can't get small." 

"..." 

Rudy moved one hand toward Angelica's chest and another one at Reina's chest. Then, he grabbed their 

one breast and gently squeezed them. 

"Mnh~" Reina moaned. 

"Nmh~" Angelica moaned. 



"See? Both of you felt an equal amount of pleasure, so I don't understand why you girls are always so 

sensitive about the topic related to breasts," Rudy scoffed. 

"Just curious, but how were your girlfriend's breasts?" Reina asked with a curious look on her face. 

"Ummm… a little bigger than the medium size." Rudy squeezed his hand in the air and said, "They fit 

perfectly in my grasp as though they were crafted for me." 

Reina and Angelica shook their heads in disbelief after hearing Rudy's response. They had deadpan 

expressions on their faces. 

"What's with that look? I answered honestly, by the way." 

"I just realized something that Angelica might have realized a long time ago," Reina uttered. 

"And that is…?" Rudy asked curiously as his ears twitched to hear more. 

"That no matter how hard we try or how much we love and devote ourselves to you, we would never be 

able to win against your girlfriend," Reina stated with a soft sigh. 

"That's not true. I will love all the girls equally…." Rudy stopped and uttered, "All as in the girls who love 

me." 

Reina pulled Rudy close to her and started kissing her after saying, "For now, you are mine." 

Rudy expected Angelica to interfere or stop Reina, but she simply watched them. 

However, after realizing how the events were happening, Angelica got up and said, "I will go play around 

in the waterpark. You two enjoy and have some 'fun' in the meantime." 

Esper Harem in the Apocalypse 

Chapter 95: Reina Wants To Be Loved 

Rudy was surprised to see how Angelica was considerate and left them alone. 

"What's wrong?" Reina asked as soon as their lips parted after the kiss. 

"Angelica." Rudy chuckled and said, "She is an awkward girl. And she doesn't understand many things." 

"I can see how much you love her," Reina said with a grin on her face. 

"Only I can see her, so she wants my attention all the time," he added. 

"Yeah. I can't imagine how I would survive if I became invisible to the rest of the world and only one 

person could see me. And if that person too ignores me or pays attention to someone else…" Reina 

muttered with an anxious look on her face. "I am not saying it's a bad thing to do, but I think I 

understand how Angelica feels." 

"She is…" Rudy smiled wryly at Reina and said, "I want to find her killers and give them the most painful 

death possible." 

"You know…" Reina tried to say something, but she shook her head as though she decided not to say it. 

"What…?" Rudy asked with a curious look on his face. 
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"It's nothing." 

"You know that I can hear your thoughts using my powers, right? So it's better if you say it…" 

Rudy lied about using telepathy to read Reina's mind. He couldn't do that, yet. Since he could only read 

the mind of the person thinking about Rudy directly or indirectly. 

But he wanted to know what Reina was trying to say. 

"When… when I saw Angelica for the first time, I felt like… I felt like I had seen her before…" Reina 

muttered. 

"That's…. Not possible…" Rudy raised his brows and uttered, "You are twenty years old, right? And 

Angelica was killed 8 years ago. So at that time, you would be only 12 years old." 

"Where were you when you were 12 years old?" Rudy asked curiously. 

"Umm… I moved to a lot of places when I was a kid, but… I think I was overseas." Reina let out a weary 

sigh and said, "My family was doing so well since the zombie apocalypse. After that, I lost everything." 

'I also have to find out more about the apocalypse. I did read the article, but I don't fully trust it. Why did 

T.A suddenly disappear after causing havoc?' Rudy wondered. 'If he wanted to, he could have taken over 

the entire world.' 

Suddenly, a thought crossed Rudy's mind. 

'What if… he was taken down… or defeated by some supernatural race?' Rudy thought. 'I already know 

fairies exist in this world. So it wouldn't be surprising if I ran into a dragon or a vam..pire…' 

"...!" 

After uttering the word 'Vampire', Rudy suddenly felt something breaking inside him. 

'What was that? I suddenly feel very angry for some reason…' 

'Is this because I used too much power today? But… I didn't use my powers today…' 

As Rudy was lost in his thoughts, Reina kissed Rudy to show her affection. 

"Can you focus on me for now…?" Reina asked in a low voice, seemingly afraid to make Rudy angry. 

"Yeah, sorry." 

"What were you thinking?" Reina asked as she kissed Rudy again. 

After the kiss, Rudy replied, "You said you have a little sister. But I don't remember ever seeing her." 

"I mean, she could be in school, but now it's almost 8 PM in the night, and I don't think any school runs 

this late. It could be the case that she went to the tuition—" 

"She is living at her friend's house," Reina interrupted Rudy and continued, "This place is far away from 

her school and not suitable for her to live. So she is staying at her friend's house for a few months until I 

can rent an apartment for her." 



"I see." 

Reina stared at Rudy for a while and squinted her eyes with a judging look on her face. 

"What?" 

"You can ask if you have any more questions," Reina said in an annoyed tone. 

"I don't," Rudy scoffed softly after realizing Reina was angry. 

"Good. Now don't break the mood by talking about other things." 

"That's not true." Rudy kissed Reina on the lips and said, "I am always in the mood." 

"What?" Reina snickered. "Is that one of your powers too?" 

"I do have a super libido which makes me horny all the time," Rudy stated with a grin. 

"How does it work?" Reina wondered. "Does it make you horny every time you touch a girl?" 

"No." Rudy shook his head and answered, "It makes me horny all the time. Even when I am sleeping." 

"Wow. That's amazing," Reina awed with a resolute expression on her face. 

"How is that amazing? It's not amazing, you know?" Rudy sighed. "I get boners at random times and it's 

awkward as fuck." 

"What's the most awkward moment you had with your boner?" Reina asked with a curious look on her 

face. 

"Ummm…" Rudy recalled his awkward and embarrassing moments and said, "It hasn't happened in this 

lice as I can avoid such situations quite easily. But in my past life, there was this time when I was going 

back to my girlfriend's apartment after a long exhausting day." 

"I was traveling on the train and it was rush hour time. So naturally, the train was packed. There were 

office workers, high school and university students. But luckily, I managed to get a seat," Rudy recalled. 

"My stop was the second last and it was far away so the passengers slowly decreased. I was on my 

phone listening to music with my headphones on, but then, I suddenly got a boner," Rudy groaned out 

loud. 

"Just like that?" Reina asked with a puzzled look on her face, "I thought it only occurs when males are 

horny." 

"No, no. That's not the case." Rudy sighed and continued, "Fortunately, I had my backpack with me, so I 

placed it on my lap and continued hearing songs. I thought it would go away by the time my stop 

arrived, but it didn't. And as my stop got near, I grew anxious." 

"Umm.. aren't you overreacting a bit? It's not really a big deal, right?" Reina wondered. 

"That's not the problem. The problem was that there were high school girls in the same compartment, 

and I was the only male." 

"Oh!" 



"Now imagine, how would you feel if you are going back home from your school, and you suddenly see a 

university stupid have a boner," Rudy asked Reina with a curious yet calm look on his face. 

"Well…" Reina averted her gaze and uttered, "I wouldn't say anything to the man, but I would think 

'what a pervert' if I saw something like that." 

Rudy shrugged his shoulders and said, "That's what happened to me." 

"So, what did you do afterward?" Reina asked with a curious look on her face. 

"I… didn't get off at my stop, and waited for my boner to go down…" Rudy sighed out loud. 

"I guess it's hard to be a man too…" Reina said with a grin on her face. 

Rudy squinted his eyes at Reina after noticing her grinning, and asked, "Are you seriously laughing at my 

story?" 

"It's funny! I can't help it, okay?!" 

Rudy's face twitched after seeing that. 

"Since I told you my embarrassing story. Now it's your turn to tell me your embarrassing moment. And 

you can't say the one that happened today." 

"I don't have such moments. I am an innocent girl who never thinks of such indecent things," Reina 

uttered with a proud face. 

"Oh?" Rudy raised his brows with an amused look on his face and said, "If there is none, then I will make 

one." 

"What do you—" 

Before Reina could even ask what Rudy meant, Rudy pulled down Reina's skirt using his powers. 

Reina immediately covered her scared place and glared at Rudy with teary eyes. 

"You pervert!" she yelled with a flushed face. 

"Oh? I am a pervert now? And hey, you are wearing panties!" Rudy remarked. "Now let's remove them 

too." 

"No way!" Reina yelled as she tried to run away, but Rudy pulled her back after using his powers. 

"Come on~" Rudy groaned and said, "Angelica gave us time to have some 'fun', you know? She would be 

disappointed if we don't do anything." 

Reina glared softly at Rudy and said, "You haven't told me 'I love you' yet!" 

"Oh…" 

"So before we do anything, let me ask you…" Reina removed her hands from her sacred place and 

wrapped her arms around Rudy's neck. She looked him into his eyes and asked, "Do you love me?" 

"Do you want me to answer honestly?" Rudy asked with a serious look on his face. 



Reina nodded and said, "Yes." 

Rudy kissed Reina on the lips and said, "I think you are a rare breed." 

"Hmm?" 

"There are many types of girls, but mainly, there are: Cute, hot, sexy, and beautiful. Then there are a 

combinations of two: cute and beautiful, hot and sexy, beautiful and hot, and beautiful and sexy." 

"..." 

"While you are cute and hot. I am not saying that girls can't be cute and hot at the same time, but you 

are just… exceptional. You have big breasts, you are childish sometimes, your body is soft, you smell 

nice, and you are a lot like me." 

"..." 

After a brief pause, Rudy continued, "I do like you, but I don't love you yet. But I will fall in love with you 

eventually as we spend more time together." 

Reina kissed Rudy and said, "Thank you for answering honestly." 

She let go of him and said, "Now, I am all yours. You can do whatever you want to do with my body." 

Esper Harem in the Apocalypse 

Chapter 96: I Want You Inside Me 

"I can do whatever I want to do with you?" Rudy asked with a curious yet calm look on his face. 

He didn't want to show his excitement on his face, but it was obvious that Rudy wanted to taste Reina. 

Reina squinted her eyes and said, "You do know that I am smart enough to know what you are getting 

at, right?" 

Rudy shrugged his shoulders and said, "Of course. Otherwise, it would be like I am trying to groom you— 

which I am, but… it's complicated." 

"Say, I am just curious, but what would you do if a girl refused to join your harem?" Reina asked with a 

curious look on her face. 

"That would be a major dilemma, to be honest." Rudy shivered after imagining that and waited for a few 

seconds for his mind to get back to its senses. 

"That would be just like studying hard all night for an exam, and it turns out you studied for a wrong 

subject…" Rudy muttered. 

He couldn't give a better example than that, since he compared everything with studying. But Reina 

understood what Rudy was trying to say. 

"So, what would you do?" Reina asked again. 
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"Honestly, I have no idea. But I would try to convince her and tell her the reasons why I am doing that. 

And besides, I don't plan to confess to the girl unless I am sure she would be okay with a harem. I want 

to avoid misunderstandings, and I know it would be hard." 

"Harems don't work out in the real world, and everything is fantasy. However, my life is no different 

from a fantasy right now," Rudy asserted in a solemn voice. 

"Would you drop the idea of the harem if your girlfriend asks you to? Or she asks you to choose either 

harem or her. Then, what would you do?" Reina asked curiously. 

"Why are you asking me things I don't want to imagine? I am trying to avoid all those possibilities, and I 

would try my best to make sure something like this doesn't happen." Rudy pulled Reina close to him and 

kissed her on the lips. 

"I know you might be feeling anxious about all this, but know that I would make you happy. I will show 

you the true meaning of love. I will grant your every wish and fulfill all your dreams." 

Reina listened to Rudy's commitment with a grin on her face. 

"I will be your god." 

Reina bumped her head on Rudy's chest and said, "I will make sure to love you as much as I can and 

devote myself to you." 

"No. I am not asking you to be my slave. Love is what makes you feel wanted for someone. Love is a 

feeling, it's not an action. And I would never ask you to do something you want to. I would love you 

equally as other girls, and you will have your say in any and all the decisions I would make in the future. 

A relationship becomes whole if both parties have mutual feelings. And I know I said I don't love you yet, 

but that won't change the fact that I won't fall in love with you." 

"Who wouldn't want to fall in love with you? You are so cute and hot and sweet and kind and clumsy. 

You are a rare breed, and I am the luckiest man alive to have someone like you to love me like this." 

Reina smiled at Rudy and said, "You have been all these cheeky lines and made my heart melt, you 

know?" 

"That wasn't my intention. And I am stating my honest feelings to you," Rudy asserted nonchalantly. 

"With the smooth skills you have now, I think any girl would agree to spend her life with you." Reina 

nudged Rudy with a grin on her face and asked, "Were you always this smooth with girls?" 

"Well, in my past life, I did have many girls flirt with me. And the incidents I told you about. So I think I 

was doing all that unintentionally. But now, I am putting that skill to some use," Rudy responded with a 

soft scoff. 

"..." 

"..." 

Rudy and Reina stared into each other without caring for anything in the world. They could stay like that 

for the entire night, but the head in their bodies was rising, and they wanted to share it with each other. 



Reina moved her face closer to kiss Rudy, but just as their lips were about to touch. Then, she looked 

into his eyes and asked, "Are we going to do it?" 

"It depends on you, so I leave that to you. If you think you are not ready, then I won't force you," Rudy 

replied in a calm voice. 

"Yeah, you have Angelica to fuck later anyway, right?" Reina commented with a knowing look on her 

face. 

"..." 

"I am just kidding." 

"You may think that I wouldn't care about the intimate relationship with one girl because I already have 

another girl, but you are wrong. It's not about the pleasure we receive by doing that, it's about the 

feelings we put into it," Rudy stated with a serious look on his face. 

"And if you ask me if I want to fuck you or not, then yes. I have been wanted to fuck you ever since we 

started kissing in the locker room. And my super libido feels like it will go on a rampage if I don't plunge 

my dick into a pussy." 

"How do you feel right now?" 

"..." Rudy pulled down Reina's panties with his hand and inserted his finger inside her cave. 

"Anh~" Reina let out a sudden moan and hugged Rudy. 

"How do you feel?" Rudy asked with a grin on his face. 

"Why did you suddenly do that? I wasn't ready yet," she said as she wrapped her hands around Rudy's 

shoulders. 

Rudy started moving his finger inside Reina's cave and asked, "Have you masturbated before?" 

Reina didn't say anything in response. 

"Did you forget the promise you made about being honest?" Rudy remarked. 

Reina bit her lips as though she didn't want to answer it, as it was embarrassing to admit it. But she 

opened her mouth and reluctantly answered: "Ye…s…" 

"Well, well. Someone is not as innocent as I thought," Rudy said jokingly. 

"That's a normal thing that every teenager does!" Reina yelled with a flushed face. 

"Yeah, it is. But still, it's unexpected to know that you were one of them," Rudy snickered. "You were 

embarrassed after being caught kissing my phone, yet you have masturbated before." 

"That's nothing to do with anything! You are just trying to make fun of me! I will get angry if you—" 

Reina was shut by a soft pair of lips on her lips. She was a little angry before, but Rudy's kiss calmed her 

down. 

They continued kissing as Rudy increased his fingering speed. 



"Mnh~" Reina pulled Rudy close to her even though their bodies were already rubbing against each 

other. She couldn't bear the double pleasure she was getting from the kiss and fingering. 

"Anh~ It feels so good~" she said and kissed Rudy again. 

'She is wet enough to take my dick inside her…' Rudy was preparing Reina's cave for exploring, while his 

snake was ready long ago. 

After a few seconds, Reina's cave started twitching, seemingly she was going to have an orgasm soon. 

However, Rudy stopped fingering her and left Reina hanging. 

Orgasm denial. 

Reina glared into Rudy's eyes with a desperate look on her face and asked, "Why did you stop?!" 

"You asked me how I feel with my super libido, right? Multiply the pleasure and desperation you are 

feeling right now by 100 times. That's what I feel whenever I touch a girl," Rudy asserted. 

"How… how do you even keep yourself sane?!" Reina asked. She rubbed her cave against Rudy's hand to 

continue feeling the pleasure. 

"It's hard. But If I control myself, then my love would be taken over by my lust. However, I can only 

control it for 24 hours. That's my limit, and I don't know what I would do if I abstained from more than 

that. " Rudy inserted his finger inside Reina's cave and started moving it in all directions. 

A few seconds later, Rudy's finger was flooded by a warm juice, and Reina had successfully orgasmed in 

Rudy's arms. 

"Amnh~" she let out a soft moan. 

Her legs gave out, and she almost fell to her knees. But Rudy grabbed her and carried her in his arms like 

a princess. 

Her face was flushed red, but she didn't hide it. 

"Did it feel good?" Rudy asked with a grin on his face, knowing well that she felt heavenly. But he 

wanted to hear it from Reina's mouth to please his ears. 

"It felt amazing…" Reina uttered in a low voice. 

Rudy looked into Reina's eyes and asked, "So do you think you are ready to take something bigger, 

thicker, and longer than my finger?" 

"..." 

"Hmm?" 

"I…" 

"Look, it's totally fine if you are not ready for it. As I already said, the feelings should be mutual in a 

relationship. I just don't want you to force yourself to think that I would feel bad or sad if you don't do it 

with me now." 



"I am not sure what I should say. I love you and I want to do it with you. But I don't want you to regret 

this later on. There are also chances that Scott would—" 

"Don't mention that shit's name." Rudy furrowed his brows and uttered, "You don't have to worry about 

him now. I will pay your debt next week, and everything will be cleared." 

"I know that…" 

"How about this. I will buy your love with the debt?" 

"My love is free, but exclusive to you, idiot." 

"..." 

Reina caressed Rudy's face and said, "I want you inside me. I am ready to take your big, thick, long cock." 

Esper Harem in the Apocalypse 

Chapter 97: Reina Wants To Be Railed* 

"Can you… say it again…?" 

Reina opened her mouth and said, "I want your big, thick, long dick inside me…" 

Rudy activated his see-through ability and glanced around the water park. 

"What are you doing?" Reina asked with a puzzled yet curious look on her face. 

"I am searching for your room," Rudy responded while glancing around. "But I can't… find it." 

"I… don't have a personal room…" Reina uttered in a low voice. 

"Where do you sleep then?" 

"In my office…" 

"But your office only has a couch…" 

"I sleep on the couch..." 

"I have spent a considerable amount of nights sleeping on the couch, and I know how they fuck up your 

body in an unexpected way," Rudy stated. "Remind me to buy you a bed… uhh… No, screw that." 

After a brief pause, Rudy looked into Reina's eyes and uttered, "Reina, make me your manager." 

"My… manager…?" 

"I mean, the manager of this place. I will rebuild it and make it bigger than it is. I will add all the latest 

facilities. Also, there is a lot of free land surrounding this water park. I will buy it and—" 

"They already belong to me…" Reina interrupted. "The land belonged to my family over generations." 

"Oh… then it's better. Are they perhaps trying to make this place bigger too?" Rudy asked curiously. 

Reina nodded and said, "They wanted to create a theme park. But the cost was too much, so they only 

took the loan to create this waterpark." 
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After noticing the sad look on Reina's face, Rudy kissed her on the lips and said, "I will finish their job." 

"You are doing so much for me…" 

"I am also doing it for myself." Rudy shrugged his shoulders and said, "If this place earns a lot, then 

naturally, I would earn a lot as a manager too, right?" 

Rudy had mastered many courses, and management was one of them. So it was easy for him to do 

anything, and with his powers, it was a piece of cake. 

A few seconds later, Rudy asked, "So… are we going to have sex on the couch?" 

"Ummm…" 

"I wouldn't mind it, but I would prefer you to have your first time on the bed," Rudy said in a calm voice. 

Said the guy who went to the forest to have sex with Angelica for the first time. 

"Can't we… do it outside…?" Reina asked hesitantly. 

"Uhh… what? You want to have sex outside?" 

"There is a garden here which is very close to my heart. I have spent a lot of happy and sad memories 

there. So I want my first time to be there too…" 

"Alrighty!" 

Rudy jumped in the air with Reina in his arms and landed in the garden. He cleared all the insects around 

and let Reina down. 

Then, they stared into each other's eyes as their faces got closer. And before they knew it, they were 

kissing. 

After sharing kisses for a few minutes, Rudy moved his hand to Reina's chest and squeezed her breasts. 

Then, he moved her hand under her shirt and unhooked the bra, leaving the shirt one. 

Reina's bouncy breasts popped out of the unbuttoned shirt and greeted Rudy. 

Rudy gently squeezed them and played with her nipples before sucking them. 

"Mnh~" 

Reina enjoyed the pleasure, but she wanted more. Furthermore, she wanted to please Rudy too. So she 

moved her hand to Rudy's crotch and stroked his snake. 

"Can I take it out…?" she asked with a flushed face. 

Rudy didn't say anything and kissed Reina on the lips in response. 

"..." Reina gulped down and slowly unzipped Rudy's pants. 

"Just pull down my pants…" Rudy uttered in a low voice as he continued kissing Reina. 

"Okay…" 



Reina got on her knees and pulled down Rudy's pants, revealing his anaconda to Reina. 

"...!" 

Rudy could easily see the surprise on Reina's face. 

"I know I said big, thick, and long, but I didn't know it would be this big, thick, and long…" Reina 

muttered. 

"Why don't you try touching it?" 

Reina nodded and moved her hand to Rudy's snake. She touched it and said, "It's so hard…" 

"Like your nipples," Rudy teased with a grin on his face. 

"How can something this big can fit under a vagina?" Reina wondered. "I know how sex works, but still… 

your dick is…" 

"Don't worry, I will be gentle," Rudy said in a calm voice. "It might hurt a little at first, but I will make 

sure you enjoy it." 

"I know." Reina stroked Rudy's snake and said, "Can I… Do I have to suck it…?" 

"Your wish?" Rudy shrugged his shoulders and said, "There is no need to if you don't want to, but I do 

want to see my dick in your cute mouth." 

Reina opened her mouth and kissed the tip of Rudy's snake. Then, he licked it with her tongue to make it 

wet. 

A few seconds later, Reina licked all the parts of Rudy's snake. She had tasted the scent of a man, that 

too of the man she loved. 

"I will start sucking it now…" 

Reina opened her mouth and slowly sucked the tip. Then, she rubbed her tongue around it before 

pushing it deeper into her mouth. 

With just the tip inside her mouth, Reina's mouth was stuffed. 

"Don't worry. Your mouth will automatically widen up as you move. Just don't force yourself. Otherwise, 

it would do more harm than good." 

Reina nodded in response with Rudy's snake still in her mouth. 

She stayed like that for a few seconds, but didn't stop rubbing her tongue around the tip of Rudy's 

snake. 

Once Reina was ready to continue, she sucked a little more and used her hand to stroke it. 

But, suddenly, she pulled it out and said, "I am sorry if you don't feel good. This is my first time, but I 

promise I will get better after we do this regularly." 

"Don't worry about it. Just do whatever you want with it." Rudy placed his hand on Reina's head and 

said, "I can cum just by seeing my dick in your cute mouth. This scene is exhilarating." 



Reina stuffed the rod back in her mouth and started moving her back and forth. She used her tongue to 

make it more wet and kept stroking it with her hand while sucking it. 

Rudy could hear slurping sounds, and he could feel how wet his rod was getting. Reina was trying her 

best to make Rudy feel good. 

Rudy could feel her tongue touching all the sides of his rod. 

It was Reina's first time, and she had no prior experience in this. She learned stuff by watching porn, just 

like a normal teenager would. 

Rudy was already close to cumming after seeing Reina's cute mouth sucking his snake as though it was 

her favorite lollipop. 

Once in a while, Reina's teeth were hitting Rudy's snake. However, the pleasure he was feeling was 

heavenly. 

A few seconds later, Rudy released his fresh cream inside Reina's cute mouth. He watched Reina's 

cheeks getting puffed, not from anger, but with his cream in her mouth. 

Reina's mouth was stuffed with Rudy's cream, and it was slowly spilling out. Even though she was trying 

her best to keep it all inside, so she could swallow it, she ended up spilling a lot after her first attempt to 

swallow it. 

It wasn't as though Reina didn't like the taste. She simply couldn't swallow it all as it choked her because 

of the thickness of the cream. 

It was natural. It was her first time, after all. 

After swallowing what she could and spilling the rest, Reina looked up at Rudy with teary eyes and said, 

"I am sorry I couldn't drink all of it." 

"It's okay. You did surprisingly good for your first time," Rudy said with a gentle smile on his face. 

"Umm…" Reina touched her cave and said, "Can we…?" 

"Umm…" Rudy wanted to continue the roleplay to make sure Reina was wet enough to take his snake 

inside her cave. 

Reina lay on her back and spread her legs in front of Rudy as she said, "I… want it. Give it to me~!" She 

begged Rudy to explore her cave with his snake. 

Rudy wanted to play more with her cave by sucking it, but Reina was desperate for the visitor in her 

cave, so Rudy had no other choice to go for an adventure. 

He got between Reina's legs and fixed his position. Then, he touched the entrance of her cave with the 

tip of his snake and said, "Are you truly sure about it? There will be no going back once we cross this 

bridge." 

Rudy wanted to make sure that Reina was truly up for it, and she wasn't forcing herself for Rudy's sake. 

They could do it at some other time if Reina wasn't ready. 



"Just shove it in~!" Reina moved her hips forward, and the tip went inside her cave. 

"Anh~" she moaned as her cave got penetrated. 

Rudy slowly pushed his snake further in, but it was stuck just after the tip went in. 

'That's her hymen. If I push further, she will lose her virginity.' Rudy shot a glance at Reina and saw her 

desperate for more. 

Rudy looked at Reina's face to make sure she was feeling alright. Then, he took a deep breath and slowly 

poked the tip of his snake against her hymen. 

The next second, Rudy plunged his snake inside Reina's virgin cave in one go. As expected, a lot of blood 

came out, but when he looked at Reina's face, she looked happy and satisfied. 

Esper Harem in the Apocalypse 

Chapter 98: Exploring Reina* 

Rudy looked at Reina's cave that was bleeding, and then gazed at Reina's face that showed no sign of 

pain; only a satisfied smile. 

"Are you okay…?" Rudy asked with an anxious look on his face. 

"Yeah…" 

"Does it… not hurt?" he asked hesitantly. 

"No, I am fine," Reina answered in a calm voice. "Surprisingly, I don't feel any pain at all." 

"Okay…" 

Rudy was trying to comprehend the reason behind that, and he could only come up with one possibility. 

'Is this done by my powers?' he wondered. 

"You can move…" Reina uttered in a low voice and touched Rudy's face. 

"Yeah." 

Rudy slowly pushed his snake deeper into Reina's cave, but made sure to keep his eyes on Reina's face. 

Within a few seconds, 2/3rd of his snake had successfully explored Reina's virgin cave. 

Rudy didn't want to force his entire snake in before letting Reina catch her breath. 

However, Reina herself started moving her hips up and down. 

"Start moving already~!" 

Rudy started moving at a slow pace, and thrust his hips back and forth. 

"Mnh~ Nmh~ Anh~ Yes~ Yes~ Keep going~" 
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As the time passed, Reina's cave widened, and Rudy's snake explored it as deep as possible. Reina's cave 

had become so wet and slippery that Rudy's snake could easily go in and out. However, the tightness of 

the cave was otherworldly. 

The walls of Reina's cave trapped Rudy's snake every time it tried to go deeper. 

Within the next few minutes, Reina had already orgasmed from the heavenly pleasure. However, that 

was just the start of their night together. 

Rudy slowly increased his thrusting speed as he got closer to cumming. 

"Are you going to cum?" Reina asked with a curious look on her face. 

"Yes…" 

"Inside me~ Shoot it inside me~" Reina begged and wrapped her legs around Rudy's waist. 

'What should I do?' Rudy asked himself. 

Rudy wasn't sure if he should creampie Reina or not. 

Unlike with Angelica, who was a ghost, Rudy could creampie her without any problem as she had no 

physical body. However, Reina was a human, and there were chances that she could get pregnant, if he 

shot his load inside her. 

Still, even after that, Rudy didn't want to stop or pull his snake out of Reina's cave. He wanted to mark it 

as his. Besides, there was no way he could refuse Reina's plea. 

A few seconds later, Rudy released his load inside Reina. 

"Aanh~!" Reina moaned and accepted Rudy's fresh milk in her cave. 

"I can feel it getting poured inside me~!" 

Reina's legs gave out because of the pleasure, and she ended up letting go of Rudy. 

Rudy slowly pulled his snake out from Reina's cave. And as he did, his while cream mixed with the blood, 

came out from the cave. 

"Why did you pull it out~?" She asked with a moan with her voice full of desperation. "Shove it back in~ I 

want more~" 

After seeing Reina beg like that, Rudy couldn't help but let out a chuckle with a grin. 

"What are you grinning for?!" Reina yelled. "Do you enjoy watching me suffer?" 

"Of course, no. But this is an amazing sight. It's truly a bliss. Seeing you beg for my dick like this, it 

pleases my eyes and ears to no extent." 

"..." Reina puffed her cheeks without saying anything. 

Rudy picked up Reina in his arms and sat on the ground with his back leaning on the tree. Then, he 

placed Reina on his lap face to face, and kissed her on the lips. 



After a kiss, Reina looked at Rudy with teary eyes and said with a flushed face: "Please, put it in." 

Reina hugged Rudy, but when she did, she moved her hips forward, and the tip of Rudy's snake entered 

her cave. 

"Anh~!" 

"... that was a loud moan," Rudy remarked with a grin on his face. 

"Shut up!" 

Rudy squinted his eyes and asked with a grin on his face: "Do you want me to shut you up?" 

"What do you—" 

Before Reina could understand what Rudy was trying to say, he kissed her on the lips. 

"Umn~" Reina's stiffened body loosened up after receiving the kiss from Rudy. She looked into Rudy's 

eyes with a flushed and satisfied look on her face. "That… felt good." 

Rudy glanced down and uttered, "I can see that." 

When Rudy kissed Reina, she ended up orgasming, and her cave was flooded with her juice. Earlier, only 

the tip of Rudy's snake was inside her cave, but now, it was slowly entering her wet cave. 

"I want to do it again…" Reina demanded. 

Rudy smiled at her and kissed her again. Then, he played with her tongue and sucked her saliva. The 

more Rudy and Reina kissed, the further Rudy's snake entered Reina's cave. 

Rudy's snake eventually stopped moving forward, but they kept kissing. After a while, Reina looked 

down and said, "Only half is inside me. Push it further. I want it inside me~" 

Rudy furrowed his brows after hearing that. Upon seeing Reina acting like it was Rudy's fault that his 

snake couldn't go further, Rudy wanted to tease Reina to take revenge. 

"You are a bad girl, so let me punish you with my stick." Rudy moved his hand to Reina's hips and 

grabbed them from behind. Then, he gazed into Reina's eyes with a curious look on his face and moved 

her hips forward with his hand. 

"Ready?" Rudy asked. 

Reina quietly nodded and pressed her lips on Rudy's to kiss him. 

Rudy raised Reina's hips with his hand and pulled her in to plunge his entire snake inside her cave. 

"Mnh~!" Reina let out a loud moan, but it was muffled because she was kissing Rudy. 

Rudy stayed like that for a while and let Reina do whatever she wanted with his mouth. After a while, 

Reina stopped kissing Rudy and said, "You can move." 

"Hmm?" Rudy teased Reina as though he didn't know what Reina was talking about. 

"I want you to move~" Reina begged and moved her hips back and forth. 



"How about you move your hips at your own pace?" Rudy suggested. "I will move when I am close to 

cumming." 

Reina slowly started moving back and forth at a steady pace. Then, she placed her hands on Rudy's 

shoulders for support and continued shaking her hips. 

"Why does it feel a lot better than the first time?!" Reina asked in a rather loud voice. 

"That's the magic of sex. The more you do it, the better it feels." 

Reina grinned and kissed Rudy on the lips. It was as though she was having a hard time deciding what 

felt better; kiss or sex. 

However, Rudy wanted to make Reina feel better, so he moved his hand towards Reina's hips and 

moved them up and down using his hands. 

"Amh~ Yes~ Yes~ Harder~ Keep going~" 

As Reina's body was shaking up and down, Rudy's gaze fell on Reina's marshmallow-like breasts. They 

bounced up and down as Reina moved. 

Rudy couldn't hold the urge to touch them, and he did. He moved his hand towards her breasts and 

touched them both with his hands. 

"Mmh~" 

They felt soft like cotton. 

Rudy started squeezing them and did whatever his heart told him to do. He moved his fingers around 

her breasts and played with them. Then, he pinched her nipples with his fingers and squeezed them 

between his fingers. 

"No—Anh~!" Reina tried to stop Rudy, but she ended up letting out a moan. 

"Don't play with—Aanh~ They are sensitive! If you squeeze—Anh! No~~!" 

Rudy rubbed his thumb on her erect nipples and pressed them with his fingers. 

"I will end up cumming again!" Reina stopped moving her body and made a satisfied look on her face. 

"This feels so sooo~ good." 

Reina orgasmed for the fifth time and stopped moving. 

"Why did you stop moving?" 

"I can't… move anymore…" Reina said and hugged Rudy tightly. 

Rudy was only a second away from ejaculating, and he got angry when Reina stopped after satisfying 

herself. 

He pushed Reina down and grabbed her waist. 

"Wai—!" 



He thrust his hips back and forth without caring about anything else in the world. He wasn't stopping 

until he released every last drop of his venom inside Reina's wet cave. 

"I am sensitive right now! Please… Anmh~ slow. Do it slowly~! 

He moved his hand to Reina's breasts and started squeezing them. He increased his thrusting speed and 

pulled Reina's body back and forth using her breasts. 

He was using her nipples to control Reina. 

After a few deep thrusts, Rudy released his load inside Reina. 

"Aanh~". 

When he looked at Reina's face, she looked as though she had traveled through the heavens. 

"That was the best. I didn't know it felt good when someone finished inside. I can feel your hot sticky 

cum inside me." 

Rudy turned Reina around and placed her in a doggy position as he said, "I will make you feel a lot 

better." 

Esper Harem in the Apocalypse 

Chapter 99: Long, Yet Short Night* 

Rudy turned Reina around and raised her hips, placing her in a doggy position. 

"Are you going to do it from behind?" Reina asked in an alluring voice. 

Rudy rubbed the tip of his snake at the entrance of Reina's cave and replied, "Are you ready?" 

"Yes~" 

Rudy inserted half of his snake inside Reina's cave and stopped to see Reina's reaction. Reina's cave 

twitched as Rudy's snake entered inside and greeted. 

"What's wrong? Give me more~" Reina glanced at Rudy from the corner of her eyes and shook her hips. 

"How about you take it in by yourself?" Rudy teased with a grin on his face. 

Reina pressed her hips back, and Rudy's snake plunged deep inside Reina's cave. 

"Yes~! This is what I want~" 

Rudy moved his hand to Reina's waist and started pulling it back and forth. He also started thrusting his 

hips back and forth. 

"Ah~ Mn~ Yes~ Yes~ Give me more~" Reina's moans were making Rudy more and more excited. Not 

only were they sounding slutty, but they also sounded desperate and thirsty for more. 

"I will nail you until you pass out from the pleasure!" 

After a few minutes, Rudy once again released his loan inside Reina's cave and creampied her. 

"Aanh~!" 
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Reina's moan was louder than the last time she got creampied, and the reason was that she orgasmed 

at the same time. 

Rudy kissed Reina on the lips and asked, "Ready for more?" 

Reina didn't say anything in response, and simply stared at Rudy with an alluring gaze. 

Then, her gaze fell to her cave that was dripping with Rudy's fresh milk, and Rudy's snake that was 

poking her cave. 

Reina licked her lips and said, "Do you want me to clean it?" 

"Oh?" Rudy knitted his brows and said, "Another blowjob? Sure." 

"Umm… I want you to move my head, so can you stand up?" Reina asked. 

"...!" Rudy got up and stood in front of Reina with his snake on Reina's head. 

Reina sat on her knees and started licking Rudy's snake without touching it with her hand. 

"Oh?" Rudy placed his hands on Reina's head and said, "I dare you to not use your hands at all." 

Reina rubbed her tongue on the tip of Rudy's snake and said, "I will try. And you can use my head 

however you want. You can ram your entire cock inside my mouth if you want." 

"If you say words like that…" Rudy began moving Reina's head with his hands and said, "I won't be able 

to hold back." 

Reina also sucked and enjoyed her mouth being used by Rudy. 

"Yeah. It feels tight but not as tight as your pussy. But it feels like I am fucking someone. And your 

tongue is making the pleasure doubled." 

Reina was using her tongue to stimulate the pleasure while sucking Rudy's snake. 

Rudy used Reina's head to move it back and forth, while he also kept thrusting his hips back and forth. 

After ten minutes, he released everything inside Reina's mouth, and she drank everything as though it 

was her favorite drink. 

Reina looked up at Rudy with his snake still inside her mouth and said, "I want it inside me." 

Rudy pulled his snake out of Reina's mouth and said, "Stand up and stick your ass towards me." 

"Okay…" She said in excitement. 

Reina got up and placed her hands on the tree. She bent over with her hips towards Rudy and twerked 

as she said, "I am ready~" 

Of course, Rudy was going to tease Reina first, so he inserted the tip in her cave and moved it up and 

down without penetrating her cave. 

"This is hard for you. What more do you want?" she teased with a grin on his face. 

"Please don't tease me~" 



Rudy scoffed and plunged his entire snake inside Reina's tight cave with one thrust. 

"It went in one go~" she moaned. 

"I will go rough, okay?" Rudy uttered as he grabbed Reina's waist. 

"Yes~ Go rough~ And don't stop until I pass out~" 

After 10 minutes, Rudy released his load inside Reina, whose legs had given out. She could barely stand 

still because of the pleasure. 

However, she still wasn't satisfied. 

She turned around and said, "You can still go more, right?" 

"I can do this all night." Rudy picked her up and pushed her against the tree. 

"Are we doing it while facing face to face?" she asked. 

"Yes." Rudy immediately penetrated Reina's dripping cave and said, "Wrap your legs around me and 

hold me as tight as you can." 

"Okay~ Aanh~" Reina wrapped her arms and legs around Rudy and submitted herself to him. 

"Aamnh~ Anh~ Aam~ Ann~" She kept moaning louder with every thrust. "Kiss me~ Kiss me~" 

Rudy pressed his lips against Reina's lips and increased his thrusting speed. 

"Mmh~ Nmh~ Nh~" Reina's moans were muffled by the kiss. 

However, Reina stopped kissing back because she wanted to say something. 

"Make sure to release it deep inside me~" 

"Of course. You don't have to say that," Rudy responded with a grin. 

"Yes~" Reina looked up at Rudy's face and puckered her lips as though she wanted to kiss Rudy. Rudy 

moved his face closer and kissed Reina on the lips. They kept kissing until Rudy shot his hot venom 

inside Reina's now damp cave. 

"Uhm~" 

Rudy kept his snake inside Reina's cave until it stopped twitching. He looked around and saw it was 

nearly morning. 

"It's nearly morning…" Rudy said to Reina. 

"Yes…" Reina turned around and laid on her back. She shot a glance at Rudy's erect snake and said, 

"How about we do it one more time? This will be the last round for today." 

"Sure…" Rudy pinched Reina's nipples and asked, "What position do you want for the finale?" 

"This is the last one, so I want to do the cowgirl, but I am tired, and I don't think I can move much." 

"Then let's do doggy again." 



"Let's do the one where I am at the bottom, and you are on the top. What was it called again… reverse 

cowgirl?" Reina stuttered as she tried to remember. 

"No. It's called missionary," Rudy scoffed. 

"The names are too confusing." 

"Don't worry." Rudy inserted the tip in Reina's cave and said as he plunged his entire snake inside: "I will 

make sure you remember them all." 

"It's so big~" Reina orgasmed the moment Rudy's snake plugged into her cave. "But now it can easily go 

in and out, unlike before when you had to force your way in." 

"I will shape your cave with my snake. And you should be glad that you are the second girl who managed 

to take it entirely and the first girl to take it in without a problem the first time." 

Rudy raised Reina's hips and started thrusting his hips like a piston engine. 

"How many girls have you been with?" Reina asked curiously, with a hint of little jealousy in her voice. 

"If you are asking about this life, then only Angelica and you," Rudy replied honestly. "And… I apparently 

had a girlfriend whom I don't remember, so there are slight chances that I lost my virginity to her." 

"What about in your past life?" Reina asked curiously. 

"Well… one was someone I respect a lot, then my girlfriend. So two." 

"I see… so I guess I am your third one…" Reina uttered with a grin on her face. 

"What is… sex friends?" Reina wondered with a confused look on her face. 

In the middle of this conversation, Rudy was thrusting his hips back and forth, and Reina was also 

shaking her hips once in a while. 

"Sex friends are… well, they are just like friends, but only for sex. They satisfy each other for mutual 

benefit. The only connection between is sex. Nothing else," 

Reina bit her lips and muttered under her breath: "Am I also your sex friends now?" 

Rudy chuckled and kissed Reina on the lips. Then he went down and sucked her tits before replying, 

"You are more than that." 

Rudy and Reina were so immersed in sex that they forgot about their surroundings. The area around the 

skull echoed with Reina's moans, Rudy's grunts, and the sound of their bodies hitting each other. 

A few minutes, Reina was once again creampied. 

"That felt so good~" Reina uttered as she licked her lips, her face flushed red with an orgasmic look on it. 

After catching her breath, Reina stood up and started wearing her clothes. 

"Let's go now." 

"Yeah…" Rudy stood up and pushed Reina on the tree. 



"What are you—" 

Before Reina could understand what was going on, Rudy plunged his snake inside Reina's cave from 

behind. 

"What's this position called?" he asked as he began to thrust his hips back and forth. 

"Standing doggy style~" Reina replied with a moan. 

"Correct!" 

"What are you doing~?! You have to go back~!" Reina tried to yell while moaning. She couldn't hide the 

pleasure of getting railed by Rudy. 

"Your moans say otherwise," Rudy remarked with a grin. 

"Anh~ Anh~ Anh~ Aaanh~" 

The area was filled with Reina's moans. 

After a few seconds, Rudy asked, "Where do you want it?" 

"Inside! Inside~ Let it out inside~!" Reina begged. 

"I thought you liked my milk. Don't you want to drink it?" Rudy scoffed. "I sweat a lot while making this. 

You have to accept my hard work." 

"I will accept it with my lower mouth~!" 

Rudy released his venom inside Reina and later got his snake cleaned by Reina's mouth. 

After that, Rudy carried Reina to her office. 

Esper Harem in the Apocalypse 

Chapter 100: Harem Lord 

Rudy carried Reina to her office and asked, "You were awesome." 

"I didn't really do anything…" Reina responded in a low voice. "You were the one who did all the moving, 

mostly. I simply enjoyed getting my pussy ravaged by your big dick." 

"Do you want to go one more round?" Rudy asked with a grin on his face. 

"No. My pussy feels sore after getting ravaged for the entire night." 

"I was just kidding." Rudy walked to the couch and said, "What about the rest of your body? Do your 

legs or jaw hurt?" 

"Hmm. My jaw hurts a little, but it's not that big of a deal compared to down there. I think I might not be 

able to walk properly for a few hours," Reina replied with a soft scoff and a satisfied grin on her face. 

"But it's already morning. When do you plan to sleep?" Rudy asked with an anxious look on his face. 
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"I will take a two-hour nap before I open the waterpark again. Then once all the workers have arrived, I 

will take short naps and complete my sleep. And besides, it's not like I will be walking around much 

today since my womb is filled with your thick cum…" 

Reina hugged Rudy and said, "I can feel it moving inside me as I move." 

"You should probably take a bath, you know?" Rudy uttered in a calm voice. "Do you want me to take 

you to the bathroom and wash your body?" 

"No. I will take a bath on my own." Reina laid down on the couch and said, "Thanks for worrying about 

me." 

"..." 

"Say, with the amount you came inside me again and again, what's the chance of me getting pregnant?" 

Reina asked with a curious look on her face. 

"I am not sure. But it's always 50%, no matter if you get creampied once, twice, or ten times— which is 

not possible because not everyone is a superhuman with super libido," Rudy scoffed. 

"What would you do if I got pregnant?" Reina asked with a judging look on her face. "Will you take 

responsibility?" 

"Obviously. But I would hope you don't get pregnant, to be honest. At least, not right now." 

"Why not? Could it be that you are not ready to be a father?" 

"Well, duh! But it's not about me here. It's about you. Your life is already pretty much… well, filled with 

unhappiness. So I first want to make you happy and give you a better life." Rudy kissed Reina on the lips 

and continued, "First, I need to make your present better to make your future much better." 

"It's already better, you idiot. My hell-like life became heaven the moment you walked through the gate 

for cleaning the pool," Reina stated. 

"Who would have thought we would end up like this…" 

"When I think about it, we don't know each other that well yet. But I feel like I have always known you, 

as though I was waiting for you to come into my life and then cum into me. And I only confessed my 

feelings to you not long ago. And yet, we have already had lots of sex," Reina uttered while giggling. 

Rudy caressed Reina's face and pinched her cheeks. Then, he rubbed his thumb on her lips and asked, 

"Do you regret it?" 

"What? No. Of course, not! I am glad that this happened between us. Now I feel like I am a lot closer 

than I was before," Reina asserted in a calm voice while yelling. 

"As long as you are happy, I don't want anything. Just keep loving me and I will love you back," Rudy said 

with a distant smile on his face. 

Rudy's time with Reina reminded him of his time with his girlfriend. 



"I said the exact same thing to my girlfriend in my past life," Rudy scoffed wryly. "And you know what 

she said in response?" 

"What?" Reina asked with a curious yet calm look on her face. 

"She said, 'No. Why would I be the one who loves you first, and get loved by you? You have to love me 

first! So I can love you more than you love me!' She said that with a charming smile on her face." 

After seeing the painful expression on Rudy's face, Reina had realized that Rudy's love for his girlfriend 

was special. 

"She sounds like a girl I would get along with. Bring her here sometimes." 

"I… don't know where she is currently. I met her in university two years later, and she had supposedly 

moved here from overseas. It wasn't a famous city, so I don't remember the name. And actually, they 

have been moving a lot from one place to another because of her mothers' job." 

"So I am pretty sure she is probably somewhere else at this moment." After a brief pause, he said, "But 

she should move into this town after around 6 months or so." 

"It's going to be hard to convince her about harem, isn't it…?" 

"In my past life, it took me nearly a year to make her fall in love with me. She had rejected me a couple 

of times before. So I think I will have to try better in this life and make her accept me in the first 

attempt." Rudy grinned and continued, "I have to keep my dignity as a harem lord, after all." 

Reina squinted her eyes and said, "Oh? So you are so confident that you are calling yourself 'harem lord' 

with only three girls in your harem?" 

"Technically four." 

"Your past life girlfriend, right?" 

"I am talking about my math teacher. I will bring her here sometime, if… she agrees." 

"That's four. And you forgot about your mysterious girlfriend." 

"Oh! Yeah. I should try finding clues about her. And something tells me that I will find a submerged 

iceberg while searching for its tip." 

"You should go now!" 

"Yeah." Rudy kissed Reina and said, "See you in a few hours." 

Rudy grabbed his phone from the table and left Reina's office. Then, he glanced around to search for 

Angelica, but he couldn't find her anywhere. 

"Where did she go…?" 


